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Fires to  Ecl ipse 
al l  others
The Eclipse 60HL is the very pinnacle of gas fire innovation. 

Delivering unparalleled flame visuals using state-of-the-art 

technology and a remarkably realistic Split Oak log-effect, these 

deluxe inset gas fires create a truly awe-inspiring focal point.

As part of the Stovax Heating Group, Onyx is the 

culmination of over 40 years of experience designing 

and crafting best-in-class, award-winning products.  

Find out more at onyxfires.com/awards

2 Cover Image: Eclipse 60HL Gas with Edge+ Frame, shown in Claremont Limestone mantel



Eclipse 60HL Gas with Edge+ frame
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View the Video
onyxfires.com/eclipse
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Unparalleled 
f lame visuals

Rolling, wrap-around flames engulf the log-effects, emulating 

the multi-dimensional nature of a woodburning fire.

View the Video
onyxfires.com/eclipse

NON-REFLECT IVE

G L A S S



New and exclusive to the Eclipse is the ImmersiFlame triple 

burner architecture. Concealed burners within the raised Split Oak 

log-effects create spectacular flames that appear from within and 

envelop them, mirroring the immersive display you’d expect to 

find only in a traditional woodburning fire.

ImmersiFlame

To enhance the true-to-life log fire ambience, the Eclipse Gas Fires 

feature our elegant EchoFlame™ Black Glass Lining. This provides 

a reflective backdrop that adds further depth and layers to the 

mesmerising flames, creating an unrivalled gas fire experience.

EchoFlame™ Black Glass Lining

For a crystal-clear view of the stunning rolling flames and detailed 

log-effects, Eclipse fires feature Onyx’s premium non-reflective 

glass. This works to keep the glass glare free, ensuring that your 

Eclipse is the stunning focus of even well-lit rooms.

Premium non-reflective glass

Exquisite design
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Heat Output Efficiency Efficiency Class Models Flue Type

5.1kW up to 78% D Natural Gas or LPG Conventional

Key Information

Eclipse 60HL Gas with Edge+ frame, 
shown in Grafton mantel

The Eclipse is a versatile choice for both contemporary and traditional homes. 

The ability to be hearth mounted allows for installation within a stone mantel 

or an existing fireplace feature, creating a stylish centrepiece no matter your 

style. Every part of the Eclipse has been thoughtfully designed and crafted. 

Strikingly realistic Split Oak log-effects have been meticulously hand 

painted, making them almost indistinguishable from natural wood. 

The minimalist Edge+ frame is available as an optional extra, pairing 

beautifully with this fire and creating an effortless smooth finish 

to the recess, for a sleek aesthetic and added installation ease.
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Complete control
Eclipse Gas fires benefit from a compact, completely integrated 

control system with a fully sequential thermostatic remote control. 

This puts ignition, flame adjustment, heat output and extinguishing 

right into the palm of your hand, and can keep the room at the 

temperature you desire.

Featuring a handy timer mode that lets you ‘set and forget’ 

your Eclipse fire, you can simply set it to your chosen time 

and the remote will take care of the rest, letting you relax and 

enjoy the fireside ambience!

Timer Mode

The ergonomically designed remote control 

has the added benefit of a grip-lock safety 

feature, with sensors that activate the 

remote only when you are cradling it in your 

hand. This ensures your Eclipse cannot be 

accidentally switched on or operated, adding 

an extra layer of safety.

Ergonomic design

Set your desired temperature with the remote and your 

Eclipse will adjust its heat output to maintain this temperature, 

ensuring your room is always kept comfortable.

Thermostatic Mode

Eclipse 60HL Gas with Edge+ frame

GRIP-LOCK 
SENSOR 
SYSTEM



Experience the 
exceptional
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When you choose Onyx, you are choosing more than just a fire or stove. You are choosing 

the pinnacle of British innovation and quality. You are choosing prestige. As part of the 

Stovax Heating Group, Onyx represents the pinnacle of more than four decades of British 

design and engineering expertise. Every fire and stove is born in our state-of-the-art research 

and development laboratories, and incorporates industry leading technology and design.

The Onyx promise

Your Onyx retailer will 

provide you with a Five-Year 

Warranty for your new gas 

fire providing it is registered 

with Onyx. Please note, this warranty 

excludes certain consumable parts. 

Fires purchased outside of Onyx’s 

Expert Retailer Network will carry a 

standard One-Year Non-Extendable 

Warranty, or the minimum statutory 

warranty for your country.  

Full warranty terms and conditions 

are available at:  

onyxfires.com/warranty 

The Onyx retailer network

We take great care to ensure that 

our fires are designed, tested, and 

manufactured to the highest possible 

quality and safety standards. We are 

just as determined to make sure they 

are sold and installed correctly so 

that you will enjoy years of pleasure 

from your purchase. Accordingly, 

you will find our Eclipse range 

is exclusively available from 

our experienced, independent 

retailers’ showrooms.
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The Stovax Heating Group is an ISO9001 and ISO14001 accredited company.  

Our rigorous quality control system ensures that all our appliances are safety 

checked and that they comply with the appropriate regulations, with all fires 

bearing the CE and UKCA mark.

Find your nearest  
retailer by visiting: 

onyxfires.com/retailers

win the cost of 
your fire back!
By registering your product online for your free 
extended warranty. See the back cover for details.

Eclipse 60HL Gas with Edge+ frame



All dimensions are in mm

Product Code Description

128-060 Onyx Eclipse 60HL Inset CF - NAT GAS

128-530 Onyx Eclipse 60HL Inset CF - LPG

928-071 Onyx Eclipse 60HL Edge+ Frame - Matt Black

Stovax Heating Group Ltd  
Spitfire Avenue, Skypark, Clyst Honiton, Exeter, 
Devon, England, EX5 2FR

Trade sales 
01392 261999 • info@onyxfires.com 

Export sales 
+44 1392 261990 • exportsales@onyxfires.com

© All material copyright Gazco Ltd 2024  E & O E

*PRECLIPBRO*

ECLIPBRO0324

Paper sourced from sustainable forests and printed 

using vegetable-based inks. 

Product Improvement & Photography:  
Onyx pursues a policy of continuous product 
improvement, and our products may change 
following brochure photography. Our photography 
is taken in the best possible studio environment to 
ensure the closest representation of the product 
in our materials. To enjoy a premium purchasing 
experience, and account for any variations in print, 
we always recommend visiting your nearest Onyx 
expert retailer, where you can view our fires live in 
their showroom.

Find your nearest retailer by visiting: 

onyxfires.com/retailers

onyxfires.com

Technical Information

Installation & Safety

Onyx gas fires must be fitted by a qualified gas installer (Gas 

Safe registered in the United Kingdom or Board Gas registered 

in the Republic of Ireland). Please note that all parts of these 

fires become extremely hot during operation and can result in 

serious injury and burns if touched. It is therefore recommended 

that a fire-guard complying with the current version of BS 8423 

is used in the presence of young children, the elderly or infirm. 
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Eclipse 60HL Gas with Edge+ frame

For further home inspiration you can view real life installations 
at our Onyx Owner Expo showcase page. Share your thoughts 
and photos of your new fire installation to enter our draw!

Gain a second entry by registering your product 
online for your free extended warranty here: 
onyxfires.com/registration

win the cost of 
your fire back!◊

View real life installations 
and submit your review at:  
onyxfires.com/ownerexpo

◊ Terms and conditions apply.  See online for details


